SITE Belgium presents

An introduction to the new EU
Package Travel Directive
On 30 August, SITE Belgium organised another networking evening for its members.
On it, lots of new gadgets were taken to the test, but the main reason for meeting
was more serious. Koen van den Bosch, CEO of the Federation of Flemish Travel
Bureaus, was invited to speak about the new EU Package Travel Directive and the
impact it will have on our industry. Prepare yourself for a speed course.
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T

he end of the summer holiday is usually the time
for the first networking events of the season. The
SITE Belgium get together in Living Tomorrow, Vilvoorde was no exception. More than twenty MICE professionals were present for an evening full of gadgets,
workshops and presentations.
At the entrance, we were welcomed by Pepper: a cute
looking robot butler that somehow had a cold – can’t
be careful enough with computer viruses these days.
EC Rent provided us with a brand new, semi-self-driving Tesla car we could go for a tour with. R.A.V.E.N.
Zaventem had set up a very exciting VR Experience for
us to try out: it was quite amazing to see how people
standing in the middle of a meeting room immediately
and completely lost themselves to fear of heights as
soon as they put on the VR glasses. Ecocrea – last but
not least – had organised a workshop on how to use
3D-pens to create our own plastic business-card holders. In short, there were a diverse bunch of things to try
out, and we had a lot of fun with them.
After we all had our playtime, it was time to listen to
the evening’s main speaker. Koen van den Bosch, CEO
of VVR (The Federation of Flemish Travel Bureaus),
was about to explain the new European Package Travel

Directive to us – in all of its glory. Before we continue;
first a disclaimer. The VVR organises courses on this
new legislation. They take up an entire day. What we
got tonight was a quick overview of the main points
to consider. As a further disclaimer, I have to tell you
I’m not a lawyer. So know that what I’m writing below
is me trying to translate some things I believe to have
understood into actual human language. Let’s just dive
in and hope for the best.
First of all: this new EU law is no travel law, but was
put in practice to better protect your customers. In
general this means more administration and extended
risks for travel agencies. Officially named the Package
Travel Directive, the new rules deal with the sale of
package travel (duh), linked travel arrangements and
travel services. Everything concerning travel falls under
this legislation, unless you are working with long term
framework agreements (under certain conditions). The
EU law is strict enough as it is, but traditionally Belgian
law takes it that little step further.
You win some, you lose some
This so called monster directive has a couple of positive sides, but comes with a lot of negatives as well. As
said, it is based on the European consumer legislation
VVR’s Koen van den Bosch during his presentation
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and was created to better protect the customer. On
the other hand the legislation wanted to create more
transparency. It wanted to harmonise laws in different
EU countries, to help create a level playing field and
to work as a counter to the practices of some non-EU
tour operators.
Sadly what it brings in real life, is lots of extra paperwork and some extra risks for you. It was also worded
in very ambiguous terms and did not succeed in levelling the playing field completely. The biggest players on
the market did not really fight the directive when it was
proposed. This is because most of them work in their
own closed environment. They provide their whole
travel package (flights, hotels, food, et cetera) themselves. Which means their business is less impacted
by the new rules. Because of the law’s ambiguity, in
practice we’ll have to wait for jurisprudence to do its
job in the years to come to see which parts of it will
stand and which will not.
The difference between organising and selling
Two concepts are very important to understand: the
difference between a travel organiser and a reseller,
and the difference between travel services and a
travel package. A travel service is what the name says
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it is: a single service sold (for example: a hotel sale, a
car rental, a plane ticket). As soon as you start combining some of these and sell them, you’ll have yourself a
travel package that falls under the new law. A cruise for
example, will always be considered as a travel package,
as are things like Bongo bons combining hotels stays
with restaurant visits.
An organiser is someone who creates these packages.
A reseller is someone selling other people’s packages without adding anything new to them. A reseller’s
responsibilities are way more limited than those of an
organiser. He needs to be available for his client’s questions complaints and requests. He has the obligation to
inform the organiser of them immediately, and also has
to inform the customer of any changes made by the
organiser.
The organiser’s responsibility is much broader. The
pre-contractual part of a sale is now as important as
the actual contract. If you make mistakes in your initial
bid, they could have dire consequences. For example: if
a certain hotel was mentioned in your bid but because
of reasons beyond your control you had to book another, this could be a legal reason for that client to blow off
the entire deal with no costs for him. Everything in your

bid can be seen as an essential feature of the deal and
can become a reason for annulation when the services
can’t be delivered. This is why you should always add
the sentence “under condition of further confirmation”
in every bid, just to have a legal chance in court when
problems arise. Keep all your files at hand as well, since
the limitation period got expanded to two years. If you
send your contracts via mail, remember to PDF them.
Files have to be on a durable medium to have legal
value.
Force Majeure
So when are you financially responsible when something happens and when are you not? According to the
law, airline or airport strikes are never considered force
majeure. So when some of your customers are stuck
in a destination because of one of those, you’ll have
to compensate them with a maximum of three hotel
nights. “Predictable” events like January snow storms
over New York City might also fall under this category –
pay up. Note that when your clients are pregnant, children or disabled, there is no limitation on the number
of nights you’ll have to provide. They could theoretically
stay forever on your account. Now isn’t that fun?

Because of the short time we had for the presentation and because of my limited understanding of legal
matters, I would strongly advise you to contact VVR
directly for more information. Why not register yourself
for one of their information days, during which they’ll
teach you all you need to know in detail. Click here for
more information.

For more info on the new legislation or on VVR, check
out their website here: www.vvr.be or mail them at
vvr@vvr.be.
Living Tomorrow develops new ideas for the future
together with its partners in so-called visionary groups.
It is also a versatile location for events, offering a broad
range of rooms and facilities. No matter the type of
event you wish to host or the expected number of
attendees. The complex is easily accessible and offers
ample parking space. Catering on the SITE Belgium
event was great by the way. www.livingtomorrow.com
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SITE Belgium
SITE is the Society for
Incentive Travel Excellence.
It wants to serve as a source
of expertise, knowledge and
professional connections
that will catapult and sustain
professional growth, and
help build the value of
extraordinary motivational
experiences worldwide.
SITE Belgium comes with a
new format: the Shady Dinners
are informal gatherings
amongst colleagues taking
place in a different venue
every month. The next ones
take place on 15 October
in Groot-Bijgaarden and on
22/10 in Zaventem. Check out
www.sitebelgium.be to stay
informed.
For more information, check
www.sitebelgium.be .

Here are some more impressions made
during the presentations and the workshops

The Partners
EC Rent can provide you with a wide range of electric
rental cars: www.ec-rent.nl.
R.A.V.E.N. Zaventem is the first and biggest virtual
reality centre in the country: www.raven-zaventem.
be.
Ecocrea can provide you with sustainable office
supplies and workshops: www.ecocrea.be.

